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All information in this documentation may be changed without warning, and it does not represent an obligation on the part of the manufacturer. 

All material in this documentation and the programs it concerns are protected by copyright legislation and the specially entered Agreement concerning 
usage rights and maintenance. All rights to this material are the property of Visma Software International AS. Any copying or duplication of the material in 
this document, including but without limitations, text, screen appearance, icons, or methods, is prohibited. 

As a part of its continuous development of the system, Visma Software International AS may change the composition of packages, modules and functions. 
Visma Software International AS waives any responsibility for any errors or omissions in the system, apart from what is clearly described in the current 
Agreement on usage rights and maintenance. Use of the system on other computers than the system it is licensed for is illegal and will be reported to the 
police and compensation will be claimed.

Introduction
This document includes information about new and changed features, fixed issues, and known issues and limitations in the latest version of Visma.net 
ERP.

We recommend that you read through the document so that you are familiar with the changes that have been made in this version before you start using it.

Please note that this document refers to the UK English version of Visma.net ERP.

https://jira.visma.com/browse/SIGMA/fixforversion/94928
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Broken access 
controls in 
Screen ID URL 
query

Previously, users without any Administrator role were not able to see the 'Row-level security' and 'Layout templates' sections. Despite 
that, they were able to access some of the screens of these sections by typing the screen ID into URL. This was possible because the 
license restrictions of those screens were weaker than their parent section. 
The license was fixed by: 
- 'General ledger accounts by branch access' (GL103040), 'Subaccounts by branch access' (GL103060), 'Restriction groups by 
subaccount' (GL104030) screens are not accessible anymore without any Administrator role 
- Layout templates is visible for Financials User and its child screens are accessible according to their license 
- The 'Report list' (RE000000) screen is accessible for Administrator roles only

1 issue
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Pagination parameters wrongfully introduced for 
VatCatergory Endpoint in swagger 
documentation

Even though the 'VatCategory' endpoint does not support pagination, the 'PageSize' and 
'PageNumber' parameters were exposed in Swagger documentation. Now they have been removed.

Posting "CustomerInvoice/V2" and changing the 
date via the UI resets Unit price on lines

Earlier, when using "POST V2/CustomerInvoice" and changing the invoice date via the UI, the Unit 
price was reset on the invoice lines. This has now been fixed.

KitSpecification endpoint missing 
LastModifiedDateTime in the DTO and cannot 
be filtered upon

Earlier, GET KitSpecification endpoint was missing the field LastModifiedDateTime in the DTO and 
could not be filtered upon. This has now been fixed.

GET warehouse endpoint returning trailing 
spaces in several IDs

Earlier, the GET warehouse endpoint returned receiptLocationId, shipLocationId, returnLocationId, 
locations-locationId, and dropShipLocationId with trailing spaces. 
This has now been fixed, and IDs will not contain trailing spaces in the response any more.

Wrong account in credit note lines when created 
with API function Reverse and Apply to note

Earlier, a wrong account was generated in the lines of credit notes when they were created using api
/v1/customerinvoice/{invoiceNumber}/action/reverseandapplytonote endpoint. This has now been 
fixed.

Wrong documentation in the GET Supplier 
Invoice Endpoint for "Released" parameter

Earlier, the documentation for the "Released" parameter available in the GET Supplier Invoice 
endpoint was incorrect. 

The issue has now been fixed.

6 issues
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https://jira.visma.com/browse/SIGMA-62481?src=confmacro
https://jira.visma.com/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa?reset=true&jqlQuery=project+in+%28%22Sigma+ERP%22%29+AND+fixVersion++%7E+%228.56.0%22+AND+%28component+in+componentMatch%28Evolve%29+OR+component+in+componentMatch%28DaaS%29+OR+component+in+componentMatch%28SecDevOps%29%29+AND+status+in+%28%22Merge+to+Release%22%2C+%22Testing+Release%22%2C+Closed%29+AND+%22Release+note+status%22+in+%28%22OK%2C+done%22%2C+%22Yes%2C+release+notes%22%29+AND+%22Release+notes.%22+is+not+EMPTY+AND+%22Affect+API%22+is+EMPTY+ORDER+BY+issuetype+DESC%2C+key+ASC+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++&src=confmacro
https://jira.visma.com/browse/SIGMA-61613?src=confmacro
https://jira.visma.com/browse/SIGMA-63577?src=confmacro
https://jira.visma.com/browse/SIGMA-64336?src=confmacro
https://jira.visma.com/browse/SIGMA-62316?src=confmacro
https://jira.visma.com/browse/SIGMA-64334?src=confmacro
https://jira.visma.com/browse/SIGMA-64070?src=confmacro
https://jira.visma.com/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa?reset=true&jqlQuery=Project+%3D+%22Sigma+ERP%22+AND+%22Affect+API%22+%3D+Yes+AND+fixVersion+%7E+%228.56.0%22+AND+status+in+%28%22Merge+to+Release%22%2C+%22Testing+Release%22%2C+Closed%29+AND+%22Release+note+status%22+in+%28%22OK%2C+done%22%2C+%22Yes%2C+release+notes%22%29+AND+%22Release+notes.%22+is+not+EMPTY+ORDER+BY+issuetype+DESC+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++&src=confmacro


O2C

Accounting Core

Calculate 
replenish
ment 
quantities
improved

The Calculate replenishment quantities (IN508500) window has been fixed so that it is faster and all items should now be shown.

New 
feature 
available 
to correct 
invoices

There is now a new way of correcting invoices, which requires less steps to update/correct an invoice than the previous standard reversal 
process. You can find the "Correct invoice" feature under the Actions drop-down list button. By using the "Correct Invoice" feature, the system 
will automatically create a copy of the original invoice that can be further edited. In the background, when releasing this new invoice, the 
system will automatically create a purchase credit note for the original invoice and will match it against the chosen invoice to be corrected. 

As a note the original invoice will remain in status open until the new corrected document will be finally released, but will no further be 
included in the payment process. 

The code has been released in the 8.56 version, but the functionality is feature toggled and it will be enabled for a few customers before 
activating it as a default functionality.

2 issues
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PDF attachments in wrong language on invoices sent 
to AutoInvoice

Earlier, in some scenarios, the wrong language was used on the generated PDF attachment on 
outbound electronic invoices in the PEPPOL BIS 3.0 format. This has now been fixed.

'Undo last action' fails after having set up and 
activated contract where customer invoice is 
generated

Earlier, 'Undo last action' (CT301000) failed after having set up and activated the contract where 
the customer invoice was generated. This has now been fixed.

2 issues
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Trial balance summary 
(GL63200S) was missing 
suggestion of year and periods

The Trial balance summary (GL63200S) report is now suggesting the current year and period in the Year, From period, 
and To period fields.

Link on account to follow the 
From period/To period filter 
fields in Trial balance summary

There was an error when selecting the From period earlier than the current period and To period equal to the current 
period. Then the link in the Trial balance summary (GL63200S) report to Account details suggested only one period. 
This has now been fixed and it will use the same from and to period as selected in the report.

2 issues

https://jira.visma.com/browse/SIGMA-63186?src=confmacro
https://jira.visma.com/browse/SIGMA-62251?src=confmacro
https://jira.visma.com/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa?reset=true&jqlQuery=project+in+%28%22Sigma+ERP%22%29+AND+fixVersion+%7E+%228.56.0%22+AND+component+in+componentMatch%28%27P2P%27%29+AND+status+in+%28%22Merge+to+Release%22%2C+%22Testing+Release%22%2C+Closed%29+AND+%22Release+note+status%22+in+%28%22OK%2C+done%22%2C+%22Yes%2C+release+notes%22%29+AND+%22Release+notes.%22+is+not+EMPTY+AND+%22Affect+API%22+is+EMPTY+ORDER+BY+issuetype+DESC%2C+key+DESC++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++&src=confmacro
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R9Bs-1l0b6tgKqUCkR6KiyUMzMc5amZX/view?usp=sharing&authuser=2
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R9Bs-1l0b6tgKqUCkR6KiyUMzMc5amZX/view?usp=sharing&authuser=2
https://jira.visma.com/browse/SIGMA-63832?src=confmacro
https://jira.visma.com/browse/SIGMA-61973?src=confmacro
https://jira.visma.com/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa?reset=true&jqlQuery=project+in+%28%22Sigma+ERP%22%29+AND+fixVersion+%7E+%228.56.0%22+AND+component+in+componentMatch%28O2C%29+AND+status+in+%28%22Merge+to+Release%22%2C+%22Testing+Release%22%2C+Closed%29+AND+%22Release+note+status%22+in+%28%22OK%2C+done%22%2C+%22Yes%2C+release+notes%22%29+AND+%22Affect+API%22+is+EMPTY+AND+%22Release+notes.%22+is+not+EMPTY+ORDER+BY+issuetype+DESC%2C+key+DESC+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++&src=confmacro
https://jira.visma.com/browse/SIGMA-64158?src=confmacro
https://jira.visma.com/browse/SIGMA-64150?src=confmacro
https://jira.visma.com/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa?reset=true&jqlQuery=project+in+%28%22Sigma+ERP%22%29+AND+fixVersion+%7E+%228.56.0%22+AND+component+in+componentMatch%28%27Accounting+Core%27%29+AND+status+in+%28%22Merge+to+Release%22%2C+%22Testing+Release%22%2C+Closed%29+AND+%22Release+note+status%22+in+%28%22OK%2C+done%22%2C+%22Yes%2C+release+notes%22%29+AND+%22Release+notes.%22+is+not+EMPTY+AND+%22Affect+API%22+is+EMPTY+ORDER+BY+issuetype+DESC%2C+key+DESC++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++&src=confmacro
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